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Directions: Read the passage and answer the following questions.

School Mural
Mr. Wade gathered the members of the Art Club for a meeting. “We need to discuss (1) our plan for 
this year’s art project,” he said.

Wade raising (2) his hand. “I thought we’d do a sculpture garden like we did last year,” he said.

Kendra said, “It might be fun to try something new this year. right?” (3)

Mr. Davis asked, “Kendra what (4) do you have in mind?”

“A mural a stained glass window, or a mosaic,” (5) she said.

Everyone yelled, “Mural!” at the same time.

Kendra walked around the classroom. Kendra gave each member of the Art Club a sheet of paper. 
(6) She went up to the front of the classroom and began her presentation.

“I propose we paint a mural on the east wall facing the bus parking lot. That particular area is a very 
drab (7) part of the school with no trees. A mural will let students look at something interesting at 
both dropoff and both at pickup. (8) Even though the Art Club will paint the mural, (9) we can get 
the entire school involved in what images will be a part of the mural. First we will ask our 
classmates for suggestions of their ideas for items that best represent our school and after that then 
have everyone vote for their favorite ones of these ideas. (10) The five items receiving the most votes 
will be the five items included in the mural. Then the nine members of the Art Club, with help 
from Mr. Davis, painted (11) the mural.”

“What do you think?” asked Kendra.

Jessica spoke up. “I read a book called ‘Street Art in America’ (12) that said when towns have murals 
painted, it increases interest in the town. People come to visit the town just to see the murals. It 
looks as if we all really like the idea.”

Wade said, “Maybe I can paint my sculpture idea as a part of the mural instead!”

Mr. Davis said, “I guess that depends on how many votes you get: doesn’t it?” (13)
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 Which is the best choice for 
underlined phrase 1?

A NO CHANGE

B need to discussing

C would need to discuss

D will need to be discussing

2 WR925231611_3

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined word 2?

A NO CHANGE

B raise

C raised

D will raise

3 WR925231906_3

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined phrase 3?

A NO CHANGE

B new this year right?

C new this year, right?

D new this year: right?

4 WR925232105_2

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined phrase 4?

A NO CHANGE

B Kendra, what

C Kendra; what

D Kendra: what

5 WR925232328_3,2

 Which are the best choices for 
underlined phrase 5? Select two 
correct answers.

A NO CHANGE

B A mural, a stained glass window or 
a mosaic

C A mural, a stained glass window, or 
a mosaic

D A mural, a stained glass, window, or 
a mosaic

E A mural, a stained glass window, or, 
a mosaic
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 Directions: Enter your answer in the space provided.

 Write one sentence that combines underlined sentences 6.

7 WR925232937_1,4

 Which words could best replace 
underlined word 7? Select two 
correct answers.

A boring

B dark

C distant

D dull

E shady

8 WR925233245_2,4

 Which are the best choices for 
underlined phrase 8? Select two 
correct answers.

A NO CHANGE

B interesting at both dropoff and 
pickup

C interesting at both dropoff or also 
pickup

D interesting, both at dropoff and at 
pickup

E interesting, at both dropoff and 
also at pickup

9 WR925233559_1

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined phrase 9?

A NO CHANGE

B Even though the Art Club will 
paint the mural

C Even though the Art Club will 
paint the mural;

D Even though the Art Club will 
paint the mural—
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 Directions: Enter your answer in the space provided.

 Rewrite underlined sentence 10 to express the same meaning with fewer words.

11 WR925233907_4

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined word 11?

A NO CHANGE

B paint

C painting

D will paint

12 WR925234144_3

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined title 12?

A NO CHANGE

B Street Art in America

C Street Art in America

D ‘Street Art in America’

13 WR925234387_4

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined phrase 13?

A NO CHANGE

B you get doesn’t it?

C you get. doesn’t it?

D you get, doesn’t it?
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